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1. INNER-voice - Intuitive Electronic Voice Analyzer
2. VITAL SCAN – Scan reports that are similar to Chemistry tests
3. COMPREHENSIVE – Detailed Scans with images similar to an 
     MRI, CT Scan or X-Ray
4. S.E.F.I. - Subtle Energy Frequency Imprinter
     BROADCAST MULTIPLE- Energetic Radionics broadcaster to 4 individuals
     BROADCAST SINGLE- Energetic Radionics broadcaster to 1 individual
5. DENTAL - In Development
6. MY MIND SYNC- In Development
7. VETERINARY- In Development
8. AO BODY - Iterative 2D body visualization platform

The AO Scan Digital Body Analyzer is a combination of technology from Russia, Germany, Spain, Asia, and the USA. Most if not all this technology is based on the works of 
Nikola Tesla, Dr. Royal Rife, Albert Einstein and others that theorized everything physical at its most fundamental level is actually energy frequency. Biophysicists in 
Germany and Russia pioneered the work of identifying specific frequencies in the human body and compiled a database of more than 120,000 di�erent frequencies.  These 
frequencies are the same in every person.

Medical researchers in Germany believe that the health of an organ, tissue, system or cell structure within the body can be identified by passing micro current frequencies 
through the body and measuring the current’s resistance.

• The AO Comprehensive Scan is… Safe Noninvasive.
• Shows greater detail (unique amongst all non-invasive scanners).
• Lists the detailed anatomy or components of each item that it scans.
• An elegant, yet simple method for measuring the health state of the entire body.
• Can project the health status out 3-5 years (unique amongst all non-invasive scanners).
• A sophisticated electronic device that is capable of measuring these oscillations or 
frequencies utilizing the AO Scan Bio-Transduring Headset
• Detailed visual health status of the organs, systems, and tissue of the body, working 
similarly to other scanners in principles of measuring electromagnetic signals and subtle 
bio-frequencies, but the brilliance here is quite literally in the details.

Intuitive to operate, simple to understand and reports that make sense!
AO SCAN DIGITAL BODY ANALYER      

AO SCAN DIGITAL BODY ANALYZER <PROGRAMS>

Every cell and organ in the body has its own distinctive Vibrational Frequency or Oscillation. When these oscillations are disrupted, whether by injury, diet, stress or 
emotion, it results in a disruption of that biological function. Which when not addressed, can bring about fatigue, depression, illness, disease and even death. Over the 
past 20 years, more than 120,000 of these Vibrational Frequencies have been isolated, identified and cataloged. Knowing what the optimum oscillation or frequencies of 
these cells and organs are, can assist in determining the root cause of an individual’s health status when these frequencies are compared to the individual scanned 
results.



The 3 Main Techniques Employed Are:

The AO Scan Digital Body Analyzer 2018

When initiating a scan:
Specific frequencies for the item being scanned are introduced to the brain;
The brain then responds with what that item is actually resonating at;
The introduced frequencies are then compared to the actual frequencies;
A numerical value is then determined;
The numerical values range from 1-9, with 5 indicating that the item is in balance;
The lower Numbers, 4-1 generally indicate an underactive or lethargic condition;
The higher numbers, 6-9 generally indicate an overactive or stressed condition.
These signals are then converted into algorithms within the AO Scan system,
compared to an extensive database, and then are graphically displayed.

The AO Scan Digital Body Analyzer 2018 is designed and built upon these technologies to make the processes faster, more accurate, and unable to be influenced 
either intentionally or unintentionally by the operator. This last feature in itself is a major step forward in the technology.

 

Bio Resonance Recognition
This process transmits a specific signal from the 
brain through a pair of small transducers placed 
in the front of each ear into the system.  This is 
what enables the brain to identify which part of 
the body is being scanned.

Bio Resonance Comparison
This process receives from the brain the 
resonating frequency of the part of the body that 
was selected and is then compared to a known 
homeostatic frequency that the selected organ, 
tissue, etc. should be vibrating at if healthy.

Then it compares the two frequencies, calculates 
how close they are to each other, and assigns a 
number from 1 to 9, with 5 being in perfect 
harmony and higher or lower than 5 indicating 
either stress or under activity.

Sympathetic Vibratory Physics
This process involves sending a Sympathetic 
Vibration back into the body to encourage the 
organ, tissue, etc. that is not within their 
homeostatic range to move back towards the 
ideal range.
(see the illustration)

Working Principle
The 3 main techniques employed in the AO Scan System are: The working principles in the New 2018 AO Scan System combined both the technologies of the past 
with the technologies of the present. Technology today can collect, process and analyze data at rates up to 1,000 times faster than equipment 10-20 years ago. This is 
the part of the brain where the AO Scanner performs the Bio resonance analysis.
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Immersive Health & Wellness in Virtual Reality

An immersive VR experience that puts clients inside a virtual
location (o�ice) (scan room). The use of virtual reality enables
the client to see 3D images of the body during the process
of the immersive experience.
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